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IIfTRODUCTION
The subject of the best position for passengers to take
1n anticipat10n of an aircraft emergency landing has been
studied for many years.
The purpose of this "Brace for
Impact" position 1s well understood. Simply stated, the goal
of the brace for impact position is to pre-position your body
against whatever 1t 1s most likely to hi t during the crash,
and thus avoid the secondary impact which could otherwise
take place.
While this goal is simple, the many conditions
which can exist in aircraft operations have resulted in
misunderstand1nqs and doubts, so that questions perta1ninq to
the best brace for impact position are possibly the most
frequent questions asked of researchers in cabin safety at
the Civil Aeromed1cal Institute (CAMI).
This paper will
attempt to explain the problem of secondary i.pact l summarize
pertinent research done at the CAMI I and will attempt to
explain the basis for answers to the most frequent questions
asked about the brace for impact position.

statements expressed in this paper are those of the author,
and do not necessarily represent recommendations or policy of
the Government of the united states.

SECONDARY DlPAcor

The ten "seconc1ary 1mpact", as used. in this paper,
refers to an impact between a body Be9Jllent, such as your
bead, and whatever it might hit in a crash.
It might hit
some interior part of the sircraft or its furnishings, but it
could bit some other part of your own body. 'l'bis secondary
impsct takes place because there 1& space between the body
segment and wbatever it might hit during the crash.
Secondary impact
1&
a potential problem because the
deceleration (the "g's") can be much bigher than the
deceleration of the crashing aircraft.
For a greatly
simplified example, consider an airplane which crashes at a
relatively mild level of only 3 g. (For many years a 9 9
crash has been referred to as a minor crash landing in the
regulations. )
Let· s assume that :,lour head could hit some
bard part of tbe aircraft interior whicb is 3 feet away, and
that there is nothinq to retard your head from hittinq it.
When the airplane crashes, it will beqin to stop at the rate
of 3 q, but your head would keep on going until it hits the
hard 11 stop" provided by the aircraft interior.
In this
example, your head would hit the aircraft interior with a
speed of about 24 feet per second (about 16 miles per hour).
Almost instantly, your head would be stopped by the aircraft
interior. If your head was stopped by crushinq one half inch
of material (e1 ther your head or the interior) your head
would be exposed to an average of 215 9 during that. time.
Sinee this 1s an average q, the maximum peak 9 would be even
greater, perhaps as mUch as 500 g.
This could result in
fatal injuries.
Note that in this example, even though tbe
airplane crashed at only 3 9, your head could be exposed to
as much as sao g.
There are several thinqs which we could do to improve
this situation.
First, we would use a restraint system,
either a seat belt or a combination seat belt and shoulder
belt system. This would retard your forward motion, and may
even keep you from hi tUnq the interior of the aircraft at
all. A suitable restraint system provides the most important
protection from secondary impact injuries.
We could also
desiqn the interior of the aircraft so that 1t would crush
when your head hit it, and have the interior absorb the
enerqy of the secondary impact instead of your head. If we
did a good job, and the interior crushed evenly for six
inches, your head would be exposed to only 18 q.
This
technique is c:alled ndelethalizat1on," and is an ilQportant
approach in reducing injury in crashes. But, even though the
interior of the aircraft crushed six inches when your head
hit it, your deceleration would still be six times as bigh as
tbe aircraft crash deceleration in our example. But, if you
were able to rest your head aqainst the aircraft interior you

could avoid the lecondary apact altogether.
Inltead. you
would "ride down" the aircraft as it crlshed at 3 g, and your
head would be decelerated at the sue 3 grate. 'rIIil last
technique forms the basis for recommending a "brace for
impact" position.
IARLT nSTS AT CAMI
In 1966. John Swearingen, then Chief of the Protection
and survival Laboratory at CAMI. evaluated eight different
(then current) passenger seat desiqns by impacting a dUllllllY
head against various locations. on the Ieat backs. He
estimated that, of 34 test apacts at a head impact velocity
of 30 feet per second, 30\ would have heen fatal. 97\ would
have rendered the passengers unconscious. 80\ would have
resulted in facial fractures, and only 3\ would have produced
no injuries or unconsciousness (1). Mh11e the conclusions of
Swearingen I s study focused on the design characteristics of
seats, they also indicated the importance of a proper "brace

for impact" position so that passengers could avoid these
potentially fatal secondary impacts.
The first study of the best bracing position was
done at CAHI in December, 1967, by J. D. Garner. then Chief
of Emerqency Escape Research in the Protection and Survival
Laboratory (2, 3).
This work was undertaken in response to

questions raised by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
5-9 Cabin Safety Commi ttee,

various

recommendations

for

and because of concerns about

"protective

positions"

which

might be unsafe or dangerous.
Twelve impact tests were
completed during this investigation. The tests were done on
the CAMI sled facility, and used two rows of passenger seats

spaced at 35 inch pitch.

passenqers were represented by 95th

percentile anthropomorphic dummies, and were instrumented
with accelerometers in their heads.
The dummies were
restrained with conventional seat belts.
These tests

indicated that the qreatest head impact, as high as 80 g, was
recorded when dummies were initially seated in the upright

position. The lowest head impacts, 8 to 32 q, were recorded
when the dummies were seated so that their heads were resting

against crossed arms which were placed against the seat back
in front of the dummy.

Test results indicated that to "hend

all the way forward and grab ankles" would put the head
directly against the lower seat back. in front of the dummy t

and compress the neck and the head between the torso and the
seat, generating concern about cervical spinal column injury.

~hese tests provided the basis for an early Air Carrier
Operations Bulletin pertaining to the brace for impact
position (4). This Bulletin, issued in 1969 (and extensively
revised since then), indicated that the "grab ankles"

position was one of the least desirable positions With the 34

to 42 inch seat spacing then in use.
It also showed a
position where the head was resting on crossed arms on the

seat back in front, and indicated that thi" po"ition produced
the least "; forces" in the CAllI teste. Unfortunately, the
H'J1lre ueed in the BUlletin "howed the pa. .en;er \fith bis
feet pu"hin; aqainst the "eat back.
'!'hie condition WaD not
tested at CAMI, and is almost impossible for a tYPical
passen;er to assume While seated in a typical paesen;er seat.
This BUlletin al.o recomaended a position for a rear facin;
seat. arran;ement wbere tbe hands were claeped behind the
head, apparently not reco;nizin; that the m..s of the bands
and arms would increase the .tress on the neck if the craDb
produced a lateral (sideways) or forward component of
deceleration.
RECENT CAMI TIISTS
One of the limitations recognized by Garner in his tests
was that the anthropomorphic dummies then available were poor
representations of the hUlllaD passenqer seated in the brace
for impact position.
While siQnificant improvements of
anthropomOrPhic dummies come slowly, the current standard
50th percentile dummy is considerably illproved in both
bioHdelity and repeatability over the dummies available in
the 1960 IS.
These new dumm1es were used in a broad study of
transport aircraft passenqer seats conducted at CAHI in 1981.
Tests to evaluate the brace for impact position and secondary
impact of the dummies with passenger seats were included in
this series of teets.
The tests conducted in this program evaluated passen;er
injury through the use of the Head InjUry Criterion or

"HIe.

(5).
This is a mathematical procedure that USes tbe
acceleration time history measured in the dU~y head to
calCUlate a numerical criterion, the HIC, for evaluatinq the
threshold injury from head impact.
A value of the HIC of
1000 is
considered "dangerous
to
life,"
a criterion
oriqinally based on linear skull fracture.
HIC values that
deviate siqnif1cantly from 1000 are not considered to give
proportional chances for injury.
seven tests, usinq three
different seat desi;ns were conducted in this eeries. Sled
impact velocity varied between 48.3 and 51.2 feet per second,
and sled deceleration was varied between 6 and 9 g. Seat
pitch was varied between 30 and 34 inchee. Fifth percentile
female. fiftieth percentile male, and ninety-fifth percentile
male dummies were used as passengers seated behind the seats.
The hi;hest HIC measured in these tests was 863. well
below the 1000 level considered as life threatening.
This
was lIeasured on a 95th percentile <Iummy which was initially
seated in the upright position.
This tends to support the
success of the "delethalizatlon ll designs used in these seats.
All the seat backs were of easily crushable construction, and
were covered with foam padding to distribute the impact load,
and seat back food service trays were of light franqihle
eonstruction. Even so, the dummies which were placed in the

brace for i~pact position, the same as used by Garner in the
earlier studies, experienced HIC values wh1ch were only about
half of those .easured when the duamies were seated upr1ght.
In 1984, tests were done to invesUgate the effect of
clasp1ng the bands behind the neck as part of a brace for
impact procedure for occupants wearing restraint syste~s With
sboulder belts.
These tests were ~ade possible because of
the development of a techn1que for measuring the loads and
bending moments in the neck of a 95th percentile dummy.
Tests were done in a forward facing seat witb collbined seat
belt and shoulder belt restraint system because these
conditions are the most sensitive to the Ileasurement of
increased neck stress.
In the 10 9' tests r neck tension
increased en, neck shear increased 59\ and neck bending
moments increased 26' when the arms were positioned so that
the hands could be clasped behind the neck.
Although
tolerance levels for these measurements are not defined, the
increase in neck stress is still significant.
Tests were
also made using side facing seats with impacts at only 3 g,
but the reSUlts were 1nconslstent, with some lIeasurements
increasing and others decreasing.
The results of these tests are reflected 1n a new Air
Carrier Operations Bulletin (6).
This BulleUn represents
the most recent quidance for the brace for impact pcsitions.
The following discussion should provide an insight to the
reasoning Which led to that guidance.

DISCUSSION OF BRACB POSITIONS
The best "brace for impact" pos1 tioD for each occupant
of an aircraft will depend on lIany factors, such as the
environllent of the crash (magnitude, direction and sequence
of crash forces), the layout of the interior configuration of
the aircraft within the strike envelope of the occupant, the
design and use of the seat/restraint system provided to the
occupant, and the size and physical characteristics of the
occupant.
Obviously, with so many factors involved, it 1s
impossible to describe a single, simple "brace for impact"
position which would be best in every case. Fortunately, it
is possible to identify a few general principles which will
allow an appropriate "brace for impact" position to be
selected on the basis of those factors which can be
predetermined.

The primary goal for the brace for impact position is to
reduce the effect of secondary impact of the body with the
interior of the aircraft. Secondary impact can be reduced by
pre-positioninq the body, or individual body seqments 11ke
the head, against whatever interior surface it would be
likely to impact during the crash.
The brace for impact
position can also reduce flail1nq, and the adverse effects
which would result.. The- effects of flailinq can be reduced

by havin; the occupant pre-position their body in the
direction their body is l1kely to be driven by its own
inertia durin;
the
crash.
Understandin;
these two
principles, and then aakin; a careful assessment of the
environment around the occupant will aid in lelecting an
appropriate brace for impact position for any confi;uration.
Certain
basic
;Uidel1nes
will
apply
to
all
configurations.
The seat belt should always be located low
on torso, just above the legs.
The seat belt shOUld be
sdjusted after the occupant has pushed back in the seat so
that the lower torso is firmly against the seat back. The
more tightly the seat belt is sdjusted, tbe better restraint
it will provide.
The occupants feet, unless the occupant is
a crew member who must use the feet for aircraft contrOl,
should be placed firmly on the floor, sl1ghtly in front of
the edge of the seat.
Passengers should not attempt to put
their feet on the seat in front of them and brace with their
legs, because this could dnuble the loads acting on that
seat.
The seat is not designed to accept these additional
loads and it would be l1kely to break.
Likewise, do not
wedge the legs under the seat in front because the legs may
act as levers trying to pry the seat off the floor, and this
could break the legs or the seat.
Passengers should not use pillows or blankets between
them and any object they would brace against unless they are
designed for that purpose.
Pillows and blankets are usually
not designed to absorb energy or distribute impact loads over
the body, and they could increase the likelihood of injury by
giving a false impression that the body 1& being properly
supported.
Also, pillows and blankets may become loose
during the crash, no matter how hard the passenger tries to
hold on to them, and would create additional clutter in the
aisles of the aircraft cabin which could impede an emergency
evacuation.

Following these principles and quidelines, appropriate
brace for impact pos1tiona can be defined for some common
configurations.
Forward Facing Seats with safety seat Belt Restraint.
The
occupant should bend forward, over the snug seat belt.
If
this moves the occupant's head so that it would contact the
seat back or other part of the aircraft interior, place the
hands and arms so that they are between the head and the
contact surface, to provide a "pad'll" to support the head.
Don't just stretch out the arms and push on the seat back and
then tuck your head down, because then the arms won't support
the head effectively and this would position your upper torso
away from structure which could provide it support. As long
as the hands and/or anns act as a pad to support the head,
their exact placement is not important. If resting against a
seat back with a "break-over feature," it may be possible to

\let al1\1htly better aupport 1f the aeat can be folded over
until 1t atopa or until it reata lIenUy on the occupant in
front. But 1f thia is not done, \Iood lupport will ltill be
provided by the Ieat back aa it folds forward of its own
inertia durinll the crash, and is followed by the arms and
head. ~he head and arms will slide down the leat back as it
folds, but shouldn't be seriously injured.
Do not try to
hold on to the edlle of the seat back with the finqe~
If the seat is located so that the head will not contact
any portion of the aircraft interior as the occupant bends
forward over the seat belt, the occupant should continue to
bend forward and rest the upper torso allainst the upper lells.
~e head should be tucked down, and not twisted to one side.
Twisting the head will twist the neck, and this reduces the
ability of the neck to withstand the loads it will encounter
during the impact.
Fla111nq of the arms may be reduced in
low level crashes 1f the occupant qrasps their ankles or
legs.
'I'here may be installations where the interior of the
aircraft or the forward seat is too far away to provide a
secure support for the head and upper body, but will still be
close enouqh to contact the head durinq the crash. Data at
CAMI show that the head strike envelope for a 95th percentile
male will extend 40 to 42 inches in front of the intersection
between the seat cushion and the seat back (the "seat
reference point").
If the seat or interior 1s, for example,
38 inches away, it w111 be too far away to prOVide support
for bracinq for the impact, but w111 still be a potential
source of secondary impact for the occupant. No completely
satisfactory brace for impact position can be qiven for such
installations.
Perhaps the only suggestion is to take the
braee position described in the previous par_graph, and keep
the head well tucked in.
Rear racinq seats with seat Belt Restraint.
passenqers in
rear facinq seats should push themselves back into the seat
and t1qhten the seat belt.
~hey should slt upriqht with
thelr head firmly aqa1nst the headrest.
'I'heir lower arms
should be placed on the arm rests. ~ls may help to support
the upper hody and reduce loads in the spinal column. If arm
rests are not avallable, the arms can he positloned wlth the
hands on the thiqhs or clasped in front of the waist. ~he
feet should rest flat on the floor.
Clasplnq the hands
behind the head is not recommended because this may increase
the stress on the neck due to the lIa&s of the arms and the
hands as they react to the impact if the aircraft yaws during
the crash.
Side Facing seats with Seat Belt Restraint.
Side
facinq
seats wlthout lateral support for the whole body, including
the leqs, do not provide good protection froll impact loads.

A major problem ls thst the levs w111 twln lideways 10 the
crash, and tbls wl11 twist tbe splnal column as lt is beinq
bent sideways as the torso nexes laterally and as lt ls
being compressed by vertlcal L.pact forces. Tbis combinatlon
of loadlog can qenerate hlgb streBles in the spinal columo,
perbaps csusing fractures and spinal cord lnjury. Because
tbe sideways twisting of the legs cannot be easily prevented,
1t 18 difficult to reduce tbe lnjury potential of tbis seat
configuration.
However, if 1t were posslble to follow tbe
princ1ples of tbe brace for impact podtion, an occupant
would s1t facing forward in tbe seat, perhaps placing his
leqs on tbe surface of tbe seat if'it is a couch arrangement.
and then bend over the seat belt untl1 bls upper torso and
head are resting on bis legs, and wrap hls arms around bis
legs. If tbis were not possible, all an occupant could do ls
lean towards tbe front of tbe alrcraft, and rest his upper
torso and bead against whatever he might contact. Neither of
these alternative6 is very efficient, but no better approach
is known.

.

Forward Facinq Seot wlth Seat Belt and Sboulder Harness. The
occupant of a forward facinq seat with a seat belt/shoulder
barness restraint system should adjust the seat belt tiqhtly
after pushing back 1n the s&at so that the lower torso is
firmly aqalnst tbe seat back.
If the shoulder barness bas

manual adjustment, it should then be adjusted so that it ls
tight. I f non-lockinq retractors are used on the webblng,
the webblng sbould be pulled all the way out, and adjusted
with the manual adjustment fittinqs provided.
If nonautomatic lockinq retractors are used, the webbinq should be
pulled out until the locking system is actuated, and then fed
into tbe retractors until the restraint is tigbt. If tbe
sboulder barness
is equipped witb automatic
locking
retractors (inertia reels), an1 extra slack in tbe webbing of
the shoulder belts should be taken out and fed into the reel.
The webblnq should always be flat aqainst the body, and not
twisted as 1 t goes into the retractor.

The occupant's head

should be tucked down as far as possible, to try to ellminate
secondary impact of the chin with the sternum.
The
occupant's hands can be clasped and placed in the lap, the
occupant can hold on to the front edqe of the seat (but don't
lock the elbows or wrists), or the occupant can sit on the
palms of the hands.
All of these hand positions are
effective in most clrcumstances.
But, the occupant should
not hold on to the restraint system with the hands. This can
introduce slack into tbe system, especially if it ls equlpped
wlth an automatlc locklng retractor, and any slack wl11 tend
to lncrease injury. The feet should be flrmly placed flat on
the floor, sllqhtly in front of the forward edqe of the seat,
so

that

if

the

clearance

between

the

seat

and floor 1s

reduced during the crash, the front edge of the seat won't
catch the back of the lower leqs.

Rear Flc1nq Seat with Selt Belt and Shoulder Harness.
The
brace for impact podtion for the occupant of s rear fac1nq
.elt with seat belt/_houlder harne.. restraint syste_ is the
. . . . IS for a forwlrd fac1nq seat with seat belt/lboulder
harn... re.traint sy.tem, except that the h.ad should be
placed firmly again.t the head rest.
Sid. Facing seat with Seat Belt and Shoulder Harn....
Tbe
comment. previously qiven for side facing .eats witb seat
belt r •• traint al.o apply here, except for the limitation in
upper tor.o movem.nt prOVided by the .houlder blrness.
Unless full support i. given the leqs by a sufficient lateral
.upport .urflce whicb i. part of the seat or aircraft
1nt.rior, the legs are likely to twi.t lideway. and co_pound
the stress on the spinal column.
No brace for implct
position has been devised to prevent this movement. Possibly
all that c.n be beneficially done by a brace position i. to
move the he.d in the direction of the anticipated impact, so
as to help reduce he.d flailinq.
Helicopter Seat/Restraint Installations.
Occupants in seats
in rotary wing aircraft shoUld take the same brace for impact
positions a. they would in conventional lircraft. The impact
direction of a rotary wing aircrsft is difficult to predict,
so the optimum brace for impact position is also difficult to
establish.
If the cra.h .hould generate extremely hiqh
vertical forces, serious injury may not be reduced by the
brace po.ition.
Inertial reactions of the head or of
internal body orqans cannot effectively be controlled by
bracing,

and

can

cause

serious

or

fatal

injuries.

Sophisticated enerqy ab.orbinq seat/restraint systems can be
used to reduce the probability of injuries due to vertical
illpact loadS

to some extent,

but these have not yet seen

widespread use in ciVil aircraft.
Children.

Children seated in passenger seats should follow

tbe same procedures
described for adults.

to brace for impact as previously
Because of their smaller stature, the

flail .nvelope of children is smaller than that of the adult,
and so they are less 11ke1y to suffer secondary impact with
the interior of the aircraft.
Seat belts in mo.t pa..enger
seats are installed so that they can provide effective
restraint for the child witb little chance of mov1nq into the
child'. abdomen. The seat belt buckle is usually located so
that· it will be at tbe side of a small chUd when it is
tiqhtened, so that tbe likelihood of injury from contact with
tbe buckle is reduced. The belt should be placed low on tbe
child'. torso, just above the leqs. If tbe seat belt cannot
be adjusted so that it is tiqht on the chUd, pillows or
blankets can be placed behind the child to aid in moving the
child into the tightened belt.
I t is important for small
children to bend forward over the seat belt, and rest their
head on the .eat cusbion between their legs, or to bend their
head forward, over the edge of the eu-shieD,

as appropriate

for their height. This is 40ne to re4uce hea4 flailing which
miqht result in aecon4ary head impact with the front or
bottom of the seat.
Children seated in approved child restraint systems
shou14 not be reaove4 from those systems in preparation for a
planned emergency landing. Children seated in approved child
restraints
shou14 be brace4
in
accor4ance wi th the
instructions of the manufacturer of the child restraint 1£
any such instructions are prOVided.
Because of the Wide
variety of· child restraints available, and because these
restraints are usually prOVided by· the parents of the child,
it should be sufficient to alert the parents to the need for
bracinq so that they can instruct the child.
If no
instructions are available, the principles of bracing which
were previously described can be followed.
Approved infant
seats usually provide even support to the infants torso and
head, so that no additional brace for impact efforts are

necessary.
Children which are being held by adults shOUld be held
in a manner that will support the child I S head and torso as
evenly as possible. The adult should then bend forward, over
the seat belt, so that the child is held in the space formed
between the adult's torso, legs, and the forward seat back.
Both arms should hold the child to provide as much support
for the child as possible. However, the ability of an adult
to safely hold a child in a significant crash environment is
very 11mited.
An adult and child should not share the sue seat belt
because the adUlt may crush the child aqainst the belt.

special child belts or harnesses Which attach to the
adul t • s seat belt and are intended to position the child in
the sdul t' s lap generally do not protect the child from
crushing between the adult's torso and legs as the adUlt
fla11s over the seat helt.
These child beltslharnesses can
also concentrate the restraint forces on the child's abdomen.
an area particularly sensitive to internal injuries. This
situation 1s sometimes worsened by placing- a conventional
buckle on the child belt at a location where it could cause
internal a!i.dominal injuries to the child as the child bends
around the belt.
These devices provide no support for the
child's head. and so provide no protection from neck injuries
which could result from head flailing.
For these reasons,
the use of these deVices, as are presently available, 1s not
recommended, and they are not currently considered to be
approved child restraint systems.
Suggestions are sometimes made for alternative brace for
impact positions for the child that would be held by an
adult.
These suggestions are usually offered in the be11ef
that almost anything i. better than bold~ng the child. While

it is unlikely that a child could be ssfely beld by an adult
in a severe crash, there is presently little evidence to show
that a chlld bald by an adult is at unusual risk in a crash
of a civll aircraft where the area surrounding the
adul t/chlld pair aaintains a survivable envirollllent.
The
only alternative which is likely to provide taproved survival
for the child is an approved child or infant restraint
systell which is used in the proper lIaDDer.
Typically, the
alternative suggestions are good ideas Which would work 1£
everythinq happened as planned, but unplanned events could
increase the possibility of injury to the child.
For
example, a frequent suqgestion is that the child be rolled up
in a blanket, and held supine at the intersection of a
bulkhead and the floor.
This technique would prOVide even
load distribution over a large area of the child's body, and
should help to reduce injury.
This technique has been
successfully used in the past. However, if the adult holding
the chlld in place were to transfer his OWD body ,inertia to
the chlld during the crash, or 1£ the crash had a lateral
component of force which would cause the child to slide along
the floor into the aisle, the child could be severely
injured. Another suggestion involves the use of a blanket,
folded so that it forms a pocket open to the rear of the
aircraft, and closed on it's sides by adults who are seated
on the edges of the blanket. The child is then placed in the
pocket, and is supported by the blanket/pocket during the
crash.
t'bis WDuld work 1£ the crash environment is not so
s.vere as to move the adults off of the blanket edges.
However, i f the chlld is placed in the pocket with the
child's head exposed, or moves or is moved into that position
before the crash, the edge of the blanket pocket may catch
the child under the chin during the crash. This could cause
severe injuries to the child's neck.
Since the adverse
results of using these alternate suggestions cannot be
predicted

or

adequately

controlled,

their

use

cannot be

generally recommended.
Handicapped or Pregnant Passengers.
The brace positions for
handicapped or pregnant occupants of a airplane do not differ
frail those recommended for other occupants,
Assistance
should be offered 1£ necessary.
Pregnant women should be
instructed to place the seat belt low, below the abdomen, so
that it applies its forces to the pelvis. If rearward facing
passenger seats are available in the aircraft, handicapped or
pregnant passengers should be relocated to those seats to
take advantage of a brace position 1I0re effective for their
condition.
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